?0. Introduction. By a "taxonomy of topological properties", we mean a set {Pi: i E I} of topological properties defined and indexed in some particularly wellorganized way. What we have in mind here is that each Pi should be specified via the mechanisms of first order logic. As a prototype, let OF be the set of first order sentences in the alphabet { v, A, IT} of bounded lattices. For each o E OF, let a topological space X have property PI just in case the lattice F(X) of closed subsets of X satisfies q in the usual sense of model theory [6] . The set {IP: q E O F} is a "taxonomy" in our sense of the word, namely the closed set taxonomy TF. More formally, we define a taxonomy to be a triple T = <P, R, =* >, where: (i) P is a set of first order sentences over an alphabet L = L.i of finitary relation and operation symbols;
(ii) R is a first order representation (see [2] , [3] , [4] ), assigning to each topological space X an L-structure R(X) in such a way that R(X) and R(Y) are isomorphic structures whenever X and Y are homeomorphic spaces; and (iii) k=* is a "satisfaction relation" between L-structures and members of '. (We do not seek to axiomatize satisfaction relations here; however we would certainly {T1 } of all spaces satisfying the T1 separation axiom.
We identify the following general issues as central to our investigation. (II) Every finite X e X is (finitely) characterized by T in ',X (12) There are infinite spaces X e ,,X that are (finitely) characterized by T in ',. ( 
13) We can determine the cardinality of the set of T-taxa in ',X (This number is bounded above by exp (No* ILl).) (14) T' is finer than T (relative to ) That is, every T-taxon in X is a union of T'-taxa in ,,X (So any X e X that is characterized by T in X is also characterized by T' in ',A) (15) If X e ,,X is characterized by T in X, then X is characterized by T in `', where ,' ,,A. (This automatically happens when, but not necessarily when, X is a union of T-taxa in A"'.) (16) X' is dense in '," (relative to T), i.e. every T-taxon in ,,' intersects X,, where X c ,'. (So no space in '\$
is characterized by T in A'.) There are two taxonomies of particular interest here, and our research revolves around them. The first is the closed set taxonomy TF introduced above; the second we call the Banach space taxonomy Tc (to be introduced in ?2). Other taxonomies are important and do come into play, but these two are the ones of greatest importance to us. Only the second half of the paper, from Theorem 2.3 onward, contains any new material. The first half, including all results concerning the closed set taxonomy, is meant to give a partial survey of the relevant literature and to provide an appropriate setting for what is genuinely new. ?1. The closed set taxonomy. This taxonomy, as mentioned earlier, is TF= <KF, F, # >, where OF is the set of first order sentences over the alphabet of bounded lattices, F(X) is the lattice of closed subsets of a space X, and l= is the usual notion of satisfaction from mathematical logic. The first serious study of just how much one can say about a space using only first order properties of F(X) (and related structures, including the lattice Z(X) of zero sets, the lattice B(X) of clopen sets, and the unital ring C(X) of continuous functions into the real line) can be found in [12] .
Issue (II) is, in a sense, a minimal condition we impose on a classification scheme (homology groups, say, fail to meet this condition), and every finite T1 space is easily seen to be finitely characterized by TF 
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[0, 1] as a possible candidate, but added in a note that A. K. Swett [18] , using techniques from the monadic theory of orderings [17] , found a nonmetrizable rcompact first countable linearly orderable space X such that X-TF1 (Swett also showed that if X is a T1 space such that X--TFf and, for some 2 ? n <c, X -TFf X then X -A)
When one restricts the object class X" to be {metrizable}, more positive answers are available. Recall that a continuum is a connected compact Hausdorff space; a Peano continuum is a locally connected metrizable continuum; an arc is any space homeomorphic to J; a simple closed curve is any space homeomorphic to the unit circle 3"; a 2-cell is a space homeomorphic to the unit square f2; a 2-sphere is a space homeomorphic to the standard 2-sphere f2 in R3; and a simple triod consists of three arcs joined at a common endpoint. We collect some classical characterization results in the following:
1. [12] is whether every a-compact n-manifold is characterized by TF in {l-compact n-manifolds}.
The problem of finding nonhomeomorphic TF-equivalent T1 spaces is more difficult than one might expect at first. Although it is relatively easy to prove that any two infinite discrete spaces are TF-equivalent (and indeed have TF-equivalent onepoint compactifications) [12] , the problem becomes much harder once we impose conditions on the spaces. For example, the authors of [12] use techniques from the monadic second order theory of orderings to construct two nonhomeomorphic TFequivalent countable Boolean (= zero-dimensional compact Hausdorff) spaces. They also ask whether one can get examples that are zero-dimensional separable metric without isolated points, and we ask the same question for Peano continua. Conceivably every Peano continuum is TF-characterized in {Peano continua} (and hence in {metrizable}, by 1.3).
For issues (13) and (16) ( (14) is irrelevant here), we continue to have more questions than answers. One interesting problem is to find the number of TF-taxa in {Boolean}. We believe it is c = exp(N0). (The number of TF-taxa in {Peano continua} is c; this follows from a stronger result that we prove in ?2.) In the case of weight, let X be any regular T1 space that is not normal. Since any space Y TF X is also nonnormal, we know by the Urysohn metrication theorem that w(Y) > No. Thus the Lbwenheim number for weight is uncountable. A more sophisticated argument in [12] shows that this Ldwenheim number is at least ,,,. We will see in the next section that the corresponding situation for the Banach space taxonomy is much more satisfactory. . In our proof below, we essentially repeat some of his arguments for the sake of expository completeness. (It must be confessed that we did not understand entirely the proof given in [9] (specifically the proof of Proposition 15 therein) until we ascertained that some form of 2.8 had been implicitly used.)
Recall that an ultrafilter 9 on I is K-regular if there is a subset g c 9 of cardinality K such that each i E I is contained in only finitely many members of S. Kregular ultrafilters exist in abundance whenever III ? K; No-regular ultrafilters are precisely those that are countably incomplete; and HIH?AI -IA 111 whenever 9 is IIIregular and A is infinite [6] .
The next result shows that topological ultracoproducts are hardly ever locally connected.
2.9. LEMMA. Let 9 be a countably incomplete ultrafilter on I, and <Xi: i E I> a family of compact Hausdorff spaces such that {i: Xi is infinite} E 9. Then Taxi is not locally connected.
PROOF Consequently, {i: Di u Bik} E 9, whence {i: 4(Di) > 1 -1/n} E 9. This says lim(<Ku(Di): i E I>) ? 1 -1/n. Because n is arbitrary, we have H?9Di E f, whence p E AuDi. This gives a contradiction. The case where p E int(EZC9) is handled similarly, and we infer that Gus, is not locally connected.
Step 2. Let I be any infinite set, 9 countably incomplete. We show ZGod is not locally connected by mapping it continuously onto egY where g is a free (hence countably incomplete) ultrafilter on N = { 1, 2,...}. Another taxonomy studied by many authors (see [2] , [7] , [12] ) is the function ring taxonomy TR = <KR, R, I= >, where 1OR is the first order language of unital rings, and R(X) is the ring of continuous real-valued functions on X (alias C(X), but redubbed here for obvious reasons). It is relatively easy to show that TR is finer than Tz (relative to {Tichonov}), but that TF and TR are independent relative to {compact Hausdorff} (see [12] ). An especially nice result, mentioned at the end of [12] , is G. Cherlin's theorem [7] following that question showed that, assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, one could not generally take E and C to be 9 and g respectively.
